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HAPPY NEW MONTH!
Hello November and Dias De Los Muertos, so my favorite

day, Halloween, has come and gone, and now we have

Thanksgiving coming up. Now, I am sure most know that this

holiday is one of the colonizers, and they were thankful to

their god of war. But we know that we have a holiday

coming up. Whether you choose to do nothing on this day,

eat, or the natives to this land on that day is up to you. We

are still in Scorpio SNZ until November 22nd, and then we

are in Sagittarius SNZ, which is all about exploring. Wisdom

and travel are what are on the menu for Sag SNZ. 

We are also under the number 7 influence for November in

numerology, so what does that mean? The number 7 is all

about seeking answers, and it coincides with Sagittarius

theme of seeking new understanding. Sagittarius is a fire

sign always seeking higher levels of wisdom. Use this month

to seek answers to gain insight and do this through travel; it

will make it even better.
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Scorpio again is about change/evolving, and Sagittarius is

about seeking and exploring. Not only this, we have a full

moon in Taurus, so how does this fits in? Taurus energy is

about stability and security. We will need this energy since 

 major transformations will be happening and the energy  of

stability will help counteract the feeling of not knowning 

 the changes that are happening. We may feel more inclined

to be in a state of solitude, which is expected under the

seven energy. So during this time, seek answers through

solitude, create and stable scared place to open yourself up

to communication with the spirit world. Perfect your

thinking with the wisdom you will come to gain. 



Retrograde

THANK YOU, EGUNGUN, LOL; we have only two planets that will be in

retrograde. Neptune, the planet of dreams, and Uranus planet of intuition

are the two that are still in retrograde. But don't sigh relief just yet

because these two powerful planets we have will have you seeing things for

what they are, and if you have not been putting in the work to use your

intuition and read events without a filter, this time may hit you hard.

Neptune represents our dreams, life, and mystic qualities. Neptune is the

planet of bewitchment. So when it's in retrograde, that dreaminess is out

the window, and the dreamy veil of reality will slowly be peeled back. This

will be pretty easy since we are under the vibration of the number 7; we all

will be seeking answers in a very philosophical and spiritual way. Don't

fight what is true. There is no time for fantasy the month we need to see

things for what they are. The planet Uranus is the planet of change and

originality, and it symbolizes the element of surprise in your life. Uranus

brings us sudden events and opportunities; it awakens, shocks, and brings

about revolutions. Uranus gives us humans our genius that creates

something, new-whether in the arts or science. Use the time to create

something new as you will be more inclined to go within to find answers, to

see what's true. Create whether it's your writing, drawing, singing, etc. Just

do it!
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AUTUM  
 RETROGRADES
The month of November
is about truth whether we
like it or not.
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New Moon in Scorpio 

Yes, we are still in Scorpio SNZ, and now we have the new moon in

Scorpio on November 4th; if you read last month's digest, you know

Scorpio is about evolving, transformation, and forgiveness. There

will be a lot of emotions in this new moon since Scorpio is a water

sign.  It's also a fixed sign, so it's lasting energy, so use this time to

focus your energy on your transformation. Determine what you need

to let go of and what feeling you need to process. Look for what

areas in your life needs an upgrade, and let go of what needs to be

released.
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Full Moon In Taurus(Snow Moon)
The Snow Moon brings us a time of silence, inner workings, strength, and

completion; the days shorten as the end of the year draws near. During this time,

the Taurus moon energy is excellent for manifestation, so focusing on manifesting

a better version of yourself is paramount during the full moon in Taurus.  Year's

end is near, and your transition to a better you should start now, not on January

1st. The snow moon will have your transformation come to full view. Take a moment

and look at your progress in this moon cycle or over the past year. If there is room

for emotional release, feel it fully. Express yourself to the max this full moon.

Experience forgiveness and transformation in such a way that you free up energy

to receive new things in your life. Let the practical Taurus energy assist you in

understanding what is truly sustainable and what has got to change. 
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MESSAGE 
Its all about seeking
answers and go within.

We will blend the two-moon energy for the November ritual to get the most out of the

energies. The new moon in Scorpio gives us the insight that if a person's wrongs

cannot be rectified and there are events beyond your control, the best remedy is to

release and not retribution. So get your crystal out because you are going to need

them. And for the full moon vibration in Taurus, do not stay in comfort so long that

indulgence becomes necessary. 

We will be cleansing and purifying with this ritual to transform and forgive while

bringing us the needed wisdom. We will use Selenite since it quickly absorbs

and unblocks stagnant or dormant energy built up over time, making the stone

a great way to facilitate personal growth. Selenite promotes mental clarity by

drawing you back to the present by improving focus and memory. 
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CLARITY RITUAL
Since this month, collectively, we are going within to transform, release, forgive, and

creative wisdom for ourselves; we will take a clarity bath. 

Items needed: 

Crystals-Selenite  

White Flowers (Your Choice) 

YOU ARE GOING TO POUR THE MILK INTO THE BATH AND PUT THE WHITE FLOWERS IN

THE BATH AFTERWARD. SIT AND SAY YOUR PRAYER YOU CAN DRY YOURSELF FOR

THIS BATH.

PRAYER: OBATALA (or whatever deity of clarity you choose) I COME TO YOU TODAY TO

BRING ME PEACE, HARMONY, AND CLARITY OF MIND. LET ME SEE THINGS FROM A

CALM AND PEACEFUL MIND SO THAT I CAN SEE THINGS FOR WHAT THEY TRULY ARE.

INSTRUCTIONS ONCE ANY BATH IS PREPARED:

MAKE SURE YOU HAVE WHITE OR LIGHT-COLORED SHEETS ON YOUR BED AND WHITE

CLOTHES TO CHANGE AFTER YOUR BATH. YOU NEED TO SHOWER BEFORE THE BATH.

HAVE A WHITE CLOTH BECAUSE YOU MAY NEED TO WIPE YOUR FOREHEAD. ONCE

DONE WITH YOUR SHOWER, KNEEL. PICK UP THE BATH AND PLACE IT IN FRONT OF

YOU AND SAY A PRAYER OF PROTECTION AND REMEMBER TO SAY SOMETHING ABOUT

RELEASING NEGATIVE ENERGY. AFTER THE PRAYER, TILT YOUR HEAD BACK AND POUR

THE WATER OVER YOU UNTIL IT IS FINISHED. YOU ARE NOT TO DRY OFF WITH A

TOWEL; WE ARE AIR DRYING FOR THIS ONE. ONCE YOU ARE DRIED, LAY DOWN, AND

LIGHT THE CANDLE NEXT TO YOUR HEAD IF POSSIBLE. TAKE YOUR SELENITE CRYSTAL

AND PLACE IT ON YOUR THIRD EYE.

SAY: I AM FILLED WITH LIGHT, AND IT SETS ME FREE! LISTEN TO MEDITATION MUSIC

TO HELP YOU CLEAR YOUR MIND. DO THIS FOR ABOUT 2-3 MINTUES. BUT IF YOU

WOULD LIKE MORE TIME FOLLOW SPIRITS LEAD.  

GO TO BED FOR THE NIGHT. HAVE A PEN AND PAPER IN CASE YOU HAVE VISIONS OR

DREAMS.
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ZODIAC TAROT
READING
NOVEMBER 2021 
What will November 2021
bring for your Sun sign.

Let's do something different this month; I

recently used my Animal Spirit Oracle deck,

spirit told me to use these decks for

November. The time for transformation is

now! So let's see what spirit has for your sun

sign this month—time to switch it up and give

you an insight through a different lens.
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ARIES: FIRE ANT  
(FIRE ENERGY)
What will November  2021
bring for your Sun sign.

Aries, the fire energy is leading you towards change. You are

being challenged to become your better self. The fire ant

keywords are aggression, rigid thinking, and following

orders. The energy of the fire ant flares up without even

noticing. It's the force that attracts people and situations

that feed our imbalances rather than those that counter

them. Gossiping and blaming are a few indicators that

misaligned fire ant energy is at play. This month you may

even find yourself "stewing" on a person or situation, only to

make things worse. How will you break free from drama and

coll down? Fire ants are surprisingly sensitive. Don't pretend

the heat doesn't bother you.

When balanced: thoughtful, disciplined

When out of balance: argues, excess heat, gossips

To bring into balance: solo time walks at night
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TAURUS:  BLACK
EGG (SPIRIT
ENERGY)
What will November 2021
bring for your Sun sign.

How fitting you pulled this card, Taurean, the Black Egg, one

of the spirit creatures, a creature of the ether. We have a

full moon in Taurus, and the black egg tells you this month

to speak from an authentic voice, speak the truth. This

month, you will have significant challenges or awakening on

the subtle level, the soul or inner spiritual level. The black

egg contains one of life's essential treasures-the truth. 

 Inside of it resides no confusion, excuses, small talk, noise,

or lies (not even white ones). This living and breath vessel

harbors only that which rings true. When this essence is in

balance, we speak slowly and clearly. This month you may be

drawn to doing more writing, reading, teaching, singing, or

public speaking. And with these activities that you may start,

you will begin to ask yourself questions like "what do I know

to be true about myself?" and "what do I know about the

world?" When the black egg energy is not yet accessed, you

will speak from an unsure place. You might say things

people want to hear, gossip, or repeat stories to justify your

subpar behavior. The black egg will hover over you until you

reconnect your authentic voice.
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GEMINI:
STINGRAY
(WATER
ENERGY)
What will November 2021
bring for your Sun sign.

Gemini, emotions are on the menu for you the month.

For November, the Stingray lets you know that you

will find yourself at a pivotal point with your personal

growth. The moment has come when you have must

decide between the old (easy, comfortable, and

familiar) and the new (challenging, uncomfortable,

and unfamiliar). You might even feel pressure from

family and friends to make a decision making things

more complicated. No matter the choice made now,

it's inevitable that this dilemma will surface again and

again because the force of dharma is too strong to

ignore. Develop confidence and sense of self and

make s choice.

When in balance: eager, wants to grow

When out of balance: blames others, quits

To bring into balance: move through the discomfort.
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CANCER:
UNICORN( SPIRIT
ENERGY)
What will happen
November 2021 bring for
your Sun sign.

Cancer, you too choose the spirit card, the ether card.

Cancer, you are being asked to reconnect to higher

wisdom or divinity. It is time to wake up to curiosity

about the higher self and the divine. Just as we ask

ourselves, are Unicorns real? Is it a male or female?

Did they ever exist? The card is saying to explore,

question, and contemplate the inexplicable. The mind's

eye knows there's something beyond our day-to-day

lives, a deeper dimension to our experiences. The third

eye reaches and reaches and reaches out to grasp

something more. You are the unicorn, and you have

begun your quest for the answers.
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LEO:
FISH(WATER
ENERGY) 
What will November 2021
bring for your Sun sign.

Leo, this month you will be restless; you will

feel lost in the current. A change of focus is

called for; nothing pleases the fish more than

movement, movement, and more movement.

The roaming lifestyle of the fish may be

exhilarating for a while but usually leads to

weariness and slippery relationships. The

ocean is vast, and with all the possibilities in

front of the fish, it can become lost without

clear goals and intentions. Spend some time

with the lunar forces, dear fish, as the peace

and calm of the moon will soothe your soul.

When in balance: adaptable, travles well

When out of balance: distracted, changes

mind often.

To bring into balance: set a small goal and

accomplish it
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VIRGO: LION
(FIRE ENERGY)
What will November 2021
bring for your Sun sign.

Dear Virgo, you are being asked to be patient, regal,

and a complete master. The Lion is a master of the

fire element and the living mascot of self-

transformation, which is vital and the theme for the

month. The Lion's personality dedicates their life to

personal and spiritual growth. This dedication inspires

some and intimidates others; therefore, the Lion is

respected by all but known intimately by few. You are

being asked to be observant, stealth, and precise with

your words and action. Do not waste your time or

resources this month. The card reminds you that self-

mastery is available to all, no matter where our quest

begins.

When in balance: the epitome of peace and

strength

When out of balance: withdrawn, too serious

To bring into balance: daily meditation,

friendship
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LIBRA:
SHARK(WATER
ENERGY) 
What will November 2021
bring for your Sun sign.

Libra, November will be a time to be direct

with yourself and expose or reveal to

yourself your genuine desire. The card is

telling you something significant needs to

be exposed. The shark is only dangerous

when we don't acknowledge it. It's lurking in

the depths of your soul and is creating

tension. The shark energy will take over you

when you are hesitant, be honest, be

"ourselves." totally, or say what you want. It

may be tempting to pretend nothing is

wrong, but when the shark energy is at play,

you will feel its presence encircling you.

When in balance: intriguing, captivating,

mysterious

When out of balance: sneaky, destructive

To bring into balance: honesty
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SCORPIO:
WOLF(EARTH
ENERGY)
What will November 2021
bring for your Sun sign.

Dear Scorpio, the wolf wants you to be the

guardian of your family and tribe, get into

activism and create a ritual. The wolf's mission is

to uphold the well-being and longevity of the

pack. When operating under healthy wolf energy,

it expresses itself through activism, mentorship,

humanitarian efforts, or teaching (religious or

political studies). However, this energy can get

you in trouble when it assumes every member of

the tribe must follow suit- this includes children

walking in their parent's footsteps. It might be

uncomfortable at; first practice tolerance will

help balance out agitated wolf energy.

Contemplate the following: embrace all, exclude

none.

When in balance: reliable, democratic, fearless

When out of balance: judgmental, dominating

To bring into balance: practice letting go 
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SAGITTARIUS:
TURTLE(WATER
ENERGY)

What will November 2021
bring for your Sun sign.

The turtle is such an ancient soul, grounded,

trusting, and at home with the self. Last month

brought distress, but this month brings you

grounding energy. You are being asked to be like

the turtle by grounding yourself so you can

connect to the more profound truth of life, no

matter where you travel. This energy is behind

great writers and storytellers, collecting life

experiences under their shells for later use. The

most potent turtle energy helps us close all the

other books and tell our accurate tale. 

When in balance: peaceful, adventurous, and

productive

When out of balance: slows down to a halt

To bring into balance: an adventure
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CAPRICORN:
GAZELLE(FIRE
ENERGY)
What will November 2021
bring for your Sun sign?

Capricorn, you will have a heightened awareness and

ability, but you may also feel vulnerable. The Gazelle

represents supreme grace. Gazelle are often hyper-aware

of their surroundings (bordering on hyper-vigilant), and

this can inhibit them from enjoying the beauty they've

spent so much effort cultivating. Don't worry about all

those predators out there in the wild-when this card

appears, it's time to get back to the present moment. Sit

down and find your breath. Acknowledge the bounty that

surrounds you. Let it nourish your gentle spirit. 

When in balance: graceful, wise, artistic

When out of balance: food allergies, insomnia, racing mind

To bring into balance: yin yoga, a cozy home, good food
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AQUARIUS:
RABBIT(EARTH
ENERGY)
What will November 2021
bring for your Sun sign.

Aquarius, baby, let your fears go this month.

The rabbit energy is alive and well when you are

scared(most often about the future), and they

become their worst enemy. Don't spin up a dust

cloud of fear and then complain to others that

you are lost. Notice your thoughts and words;

oh rabbit, they shape your destiny. 

When in balance: sensitive, problem solver,

good listener

When out of balance: over-explains, talks fast

To bring into balance: a day of silence 
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PISCES: SEA
SERPENT(SPIRIT
ENERGY)
What will November 2021
bring for your Sun sign.

Pisces, healing emotional wounds, and expressing

your desires is the theme for the month. The Sea

Serpent represents the energy of expression; whether

it's emotions, creativity, sensuality, or desire-the sea

serpent will help you move and direct that energy into

a healthy current. When the sea serpents balance,

they express themselves creatively and sexually

without fear and shame. When the energy is not

activated, your emotions and creativity are left in the

muddy waters. Some areas of your life may be

stagnated while others places will be flooded.  You

know what you want, so loosen the grip of self-

judgment, and let the cool waters forgiveness in to

heal our wounds. No matter what emotional ups and

downs you are going through, know that the spiritual

world loves you, has your back, and can't wait for you

to self-express yourself.
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ONE CARD PULL
$11.11 ALL

MONTH LONG
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
SCORPIO/SAGITTARIUS
.

ALL MONTH LONG YOU CAN GET A
ONE CARD PULL FOR ONLY $11.11

SO DONT MISS OUT 
BLACK FRIDAY SALES START TODAY 

AND ENDS DECEMBER 1ST. 
SAVE 40% OFF THE ENTIRE STORE 

USE CODE:BLACKFRIDAY21 
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SAVE 50% OFF 

11/3-11/9

USE CODE:TREAT 

 Being such a beautiful soul family, I would like to give you an exclusive

discount of 50% OFF everything in our Botanica for treat yourself day.

We thank you for your love and support.


